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ABSTRACT 
 
The dependence of semiconductor thermal conductivity in integrated circuits (ICs) on temperature under high 

power electromagnetic pulses (HEMP) of high frequency is considered. The reduction of crystal heating modeled tem-
perature is shown in comparison with a case if this dependence is not taken into account. The die region is heated up 
more, than it is expected for short time intervals of HEMP action. Thus, occurrence of thermal breakdowns in the semi-
conductor ICs at action of HF-HEMP is possible for smaller time, than at simulation in which dependence of thermal 
conductivity of semiconductor crystal on temperature is not taken into account. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
An influence of high power electromagnetic pulse on integrated circuits causes in them various changes at a 

physical level. Under these conditions in ICs thermal damages are probable that are consequence of scatter of pulse re-
dundant large power at limited volume of IC crystal. Most sensing elements of ICs are p-n-junctions which are subject 
to non-reciprocal thermal breakdowns. Studying of process of heat localization allows to predict failures of the ICs at 
HEMP and to get recommendations on manufacture of the most stable semiconductor devices to electromagnetic inter-
ference. 

The heat distribution into ICs volume at HEMP is basically defined by the mechanism of thermal conductivity. 
In these requirements phonon, electronic and photon thermal transfers have the main contribution [1]. However, the 
precise description of heat distribution depends on the current topology of concrete model and pulse parameters [2].  

The continuous action of powerful EMPs with small pulse duration in during of some enough long time leads 
to increase of variable component of electrical current flowing through p-n-junction. Owing to this induction of the cir-
cuit there is variable electromagnetic field of high frequency (HF) near the junction region that becomes the additional 
important factor influencing on local thermal transfer conditions. An external electromagnetic interference (EMI) action 
is frequently also caused by nearest area of metallization, where due to HEMP the variable electromagnetic field is in-
duced. Obviously, this field will affect preferentially on thermal transfer, basing on most susceptible to electromagnetic 
field carriers: electrons and photons. Therefore the change of these two components of semiconductor thermal conduc-
tivity at HF-HEMP in view of temperature change is considered in the paper. 

The analysis of modeling results of die thermal gradients in view of thermal conductivity on temperature and 
field frequency allows to define more probable values of temperature differences in the given structure region. The in-
cipient temperature gradient is especially critical for p-n-junctions as in this region the greatest amount of heat non-
dissipation is formed. Regarding the distinction in thermal conductivity of p- and n-fields at HF-HEMP presence, it is 
possible to define more precise value of thermal gradients. Under these conditions an occurrence of thermal breakdown 
is more probably. If heat temperature is biased in field of photon mechanism of thermal conductivity, redundant heat 
starts to be spread actively to other regions of the die because of prompt growth of thermal transfer by photon mecha-
nism.  

An electron gains additional impulse, which is transmitted to other electron or atom at collision under occur-
rence of electromagnetic field in semiconductor. The atom in turn also can accept quantum of energy and transfer its 
electrons to higher valence levels or even in conductance band. Simultaneously there is process of temperature increase 
that influences on magnification of mobility of charge carriers and their additional generation, but thus also quantity of 
photons also grows. In effect it appears, that the quantity of carriers transporting thermal energy (electrons, photons) 
sharply grows, and as consequence, local thermal transfer should also increase. On the other hand, the quantity of colli-
sions between these carriers and increased quantity of phonons that prevents directional heat transport and should inter-
feres with growth of thermal conductivity. Thus, it is necessary to define, what from two mutually exclusive processes 
will dominate under HEMP actions of high frequency over the given temperature range.  
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ELECTRON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY CHANGE 
 
Interaction between electrons and photons in semiconductor in most cases occurs at immediate participation of 

phonons. For simplification of the analysis we shall take into account only elastic collisions of electrons with photons in 
the model of one-phonon absorption. 

At viewed frequency band of HEMP (0,1…1 GHz) an energy of photon is equal about 0,1 eV, and thermal en-
ergy of charge carriers in Si is equal 0,03 eV at room temperature. It is visible, that photon energy exceeds electron en-
ergy. From here follows, at the given temperature there is only a process of absorption of photons, and the photon im-
pulse is transmitted both to an electron and lattice phonon also that correspond the law of pulse preservation. For ab-
sorption coefficient in view of scattering probability the following expression is received:  
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where ω is EMI frequency; ε0 is dielectric constant; Еak is an energy of acoustic phonon;  e is elementary charge;  n is 
concentration of carriers;  ћ is Planck's constant;  k0 is Boltzmann’s constant; ρ is die density; s is phonon phase veloc-
ity; me is effective electron’s mass; с is light velocity outside of the crystal. 

According to (1) absorption of photons by charge carriers does not depend on field intensity of EMI, but it is 
determined by field frequency only, and, hence, duration of HEMP. Apparently from fig.1 for HEMP at duration of 10-3 
s and less the absorption factor of photons by electrons considerably decreases, i.e. photons are generated more and 
more, and they transmit their impulse to lattice atoms basically. And, growth of absorption factor with temperature in-
crease does not important basic contribution to magnification of collision quantity of photons with electrons since quan-
tity of photons grows much faster. From (1) follows also, that the more intensively of EM-field, the more photon im-
pulse and it will transmit more energies to lattice atoms. Hence, in these conditions the role of photon mechanism of 
thermal transfer starts to grow. 

At the same time, photon thermal transfer is diffused on charge carriers when the photon transmits energy to 
electron. The process considered causes additional oscillation of electrons. However, the additional electron impulse is 
lost on collisions with incremented number of short-wave phonons at these temperatures. Quantitatively to define the 
change of electronic thermal conduction at presence of HF-field is possible using function of an incipient thermoelectric 
field under the given requirement as 0k Tω >h : 
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where T is current temperature; Е0 is field strength; nphot is concentration of photons;  σ  is conductance. 

The analysis of expression (2) allows to conclude, that in a viewed temperature range at presence of HF-HEMP 
the electronic component of thermal conductivity grows more slowly, than at its absence (fig.2). That in turn gives in 
smaller value of total thermal transfer up to the moment when photon thermal conductivity starts to be shown. 
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Fig.1. Decrease of absorption factor for one-phonon interaction at EMI frequency increase 



 
 

Fig.2. Influence of EMI presence on velocity of electronic thermal transfer growth  
 
 
PHOTON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY CHANGE 
 

 The maximum of absorption factor corresponds to that temperature when display of photon thermal conductiv-
ity is still minimum. Despite of some absorption constant magnification with temperature growth, the quantity of "free" 
photons starts to grow strongly; accordingly, the heat amount, which is transferred by them, is incremented. In this case 
temperature dependence of photon thermal conductivity becomes more essential  [3]: 
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where µ0 is mobility of charge carriers at room temperature Tk. 

As result, after its minimum the photon thermal conductivity grows even faster, than at absence of fields 
(fig.3), that in turn increments growth rate of total thermal transfer in IC’s crystal. Despite of diminution of phonon 
thermal conductivity contribution, total thermal conductivity magnification in the area of Debye's temperature ΘD at 
HEMP activity is provided by photon thermal transfer preferentially. Thus, photon thermal conductivity at HEMP ac-
tion of small durations becomes dominant, and the opportunity of display of thermal breakdowns at further ICs heating 
is defined by change of photon thermal conductivity in volume of the IC crystal (fig.4). 
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Fig.3. Photon thermal transfer increase at HF electromagnetic field presence 
 
MODELING RESULTS  
 
The thermal model received earlier for calculation of temperature gradients is used [4]. The analysis of simula-

tion results in view of dependence of thermal transfer of Si on temperature and presence of a HF-EMP in accordance 
with considered thermal transfer allows to define more probable values of arising temperature gradient in the given re-
gion of the structure. The greatest temperature overfalls between the near regions appear at transition of phonon thermal 



conductivity to photon one i.e. when value of thermal transfer aspires to minimum (the shaded area on fig.4). At these 
conditions the occurrence of thermal breakdowns is more probably. If the heating temperature is biased to the right of 
the area of thermal conductivity mechanism change, the redundant heat starts to be spread actively to other regions of 
IC crystal due to photon thermal transfer influence.  

The account of association of the Si thermal conductivity from temperature and frequency of EMI shows a 
diminution of calculated magnitude of temperature of crystal heat in comparison with case if this association is not 
taken into account. On fig.5 similar dependences of calculated magnitudes for HEMP by pulse duration of 10 nanosec-
onds are shown. The difference of data at position, that K = const and K = f(T) make more than 20 K at first time of 
action. In other words, in during of first pulse actions the crystal local region is heated up more, than it is expected. 
Thus, modeling results show, that origin of more dangerous thermal breakdown of p-n-junction at HF-EMI action is 
possible for smaller time, than at modeling in which association of the crystal thermal conductivity on temperature and 
frequency is not taken into account. 
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Fig.5. Modeled values of p-n-junction overheating in dependence on current time at HEMP: 
1) Kn ≠Kp ≠ f(T);   2) Kn ≠Kp = f(T) 
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Fig.4. Influence of thermal conductivity components on total thermal transfer 
in dependence on temperature of die heat under HF-HEMP actions   

 


